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A Texican Typeface designed
by Simon Dunford
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Poblano is a bifurcated tuscan serif typeface designed
for brands and individuals looking for a unique and
readable western style typeface. Poblano is best suited for
logotypes, menu headers, and packaging. Poblano works
best in environments that require a Mexican/Texas look
without being too cliché or overdone. Poblano is inspired by
western antique type with modern humanist elements.

TACOS

Mûĺțïľíňğůãł
Müļţıĺīñġųăľ
Műłțíľïñģùäĺ

ABCDEFGHIJKLMM
NNOPQQRSTUVWXYZ
aabcdefggghijjkllm
nopqrsttuvwxyz
&&01234456789
Basic Latin Set with alternatives

AAABCDEEEFFFGH
JKKLMMNNOPQQQRR
STTUVWXYZ
abcdefffggghhijkklm
nopqrstttuvwxxyz
&&012234456789
Basic Latin Set with alternatives (Italic)
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Unexpectedly soft in aroma. Hoppy yet floral, with a
touch of resin, pine and fruity esters. A silky creaminess
builds on the palate, then dissipates as vodka-like alcohol cuts through with spice and a slight burn, creating
a warming effect. The hops taste compacts with earth,
wood, resins, leaf, bark and oils that stick to the palate.
Slightly alcoholic taste, especially as the beer warms.
Maltiness underneath, with notes of caramel and toasty
bread backed by toffee. At this point, hop flavors (via
the oils) have completely embedded themselves on the
palate with an intense herbal linger. Flavors meld well
when warm. Drying finish, with grainy, husky, hay-like
edges.
Poured from the can, Sea Hag is a copper-colored brew,
with tawny hues and a touch of chill haze. The head is
slightly off-white and healthy, with a good quarter-inch
lacing and sticky sides. Toasty nose, preceded by a big
floral hop bouquet, but resting to something a bit more
dank and resiny. Very smooth, with a slightly watery
consistency and a low level of carbonation. Malt character is also toasty, with some breadiness and hint of caramel. The hop profile is intriguingly odd. There's no real
bitterness, not like you'd expect from most IPAs, and
what's there are muted notes of citrus and pine. Also
unexpected are more subtle flavors of earth, wood, slight

Unexpectedly soft in aroma. Hoppy yet floral,
with a touch of resin, pine and fruity esters. A
silky creaminess builds on the palate, then dissipates as vodka-like alcohol cuts through with
spice and a slight burn, creating a warming effect. The hops taste compacts with earth, wood,
resins, leaf, bark and oils that stick to the palate. Slightly alcoholic taste, especially as the
beer warms. Maltiness underneath, with notes
of caramel and toasty bread backed by toffee. At
this point, hop flavors (via the oils) have completely embedded themselves on the palate with
an intense herbal linger. Flavors meld well when
warm. Drying finish, with grainy, husky, haylike edges.
Poured from the can, Sea Hag is a copper-colored brew, with tawny hues and a touch of chill
haze. The head is slightly off-white and healthy,
with a good quarter-inch lacing and sticky sides.
Toasty nose, preceded by a big floral hop bouquet, but resting to something a bit more dank
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